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0. Introduetion 

During the past fifteen years fonnal sernarttics has grown into a flourishing and broad 
field of investigations. New theories emerged which presented a fresh and often successful 
approach to long-standing problerns. Take for example Kamp's Discourse Representation Theory 
(DRT, see [Kamp 1981], [Kamp/Reyle 1993]) which works very well for cross-sentential 
pronominal anaphora, temporal anaphora and on the sentence level, the renown "donkey 
sentences". In the same period in which DRT originated (around 1980), Barwise and Perry 
developed their Situation Semantics (SS, see [Barwise 1981], [Barwise/Perry 1983]), which 
departed from main stream fonnal sernarttics by introducing partial - instead of total - logies for 
the analysis of naturallanguage phenomena. The theory did particularly well for the semantics of 
perceptual reports and some of the problems concerning logica} omniscience (which hampered a 
proper treatment of propositional attitudes for quite some time). The third novelty we want 
mention is oot that novel. In 1967 Donald Davidson publisbed his essay on the logica} form of 
action sentences, in which he presented (based on earlier findings in [Reichenbach 194 7]) what is 
nowadays known as Davidsonian Event Semantics (ES, see [Davidson 1967]). In the past few 
years the significanee of ES for natura} language semantics has become widely accepted. This 
has been partly due to the work of [Parsons 1990]. 

All these new theories have in common that they departed from what was the standard 
theory before 1980: Montague Grammar (MG, see [Montague 1973]). The enthusiasm for the 
new approaches should however oot make us forget the traits of MG: its successful treatment of 
co-ordination and quantification phenomena and especially its strict compliance with the principle 
of compositionality. 

Wethink that the new theories (ORT, SS, ES) with their novel (and sametimes rather 
onorthodox) notations were heuristically very fruitful, because oftheir refreshing perspectives on 
old problerns. Therefore one may wonder whether it is wise to aim at a unification of DRT, SS, 
ES and MG. This is however the main goal ofthis paper. We want to give two reasoos in favour 
of such a move. Firstly, the theories we described are only successful for part of the data. In the 
end we do however strive for a theory that cao describe the whole range of phenomena. This may 
enable us to expose relations between the different phenomena. In the second place unification 
forces us to mould all theories into one notation, which helps comparison between different 
approaches and enables us to separate the core of a theory, which is responsible for its successes, 
from its less significant deviations from the standard theory (i.e. MG). 

We have selected many-sorted type logic as our unifying fonnalism. There are several 
reasons for this choice. It was shown in [Muskens 1993] that Discourse Representation 
Structures (ORS's) are already present in classica) type logic in the sense that DRS's cao simply 
be viewed as abbreviations of certain (first-order) terms, provided that some (first-order) axioms 
are accepted. This means that we cao have DRS's and lambda's in one logic. The latter are an 
important tooi in ensuring compositionality, the principle which says that the meaning of a 
complex expression is the a function ofthe meanings ofits parts. The result cao bedescribed as a 
version of ORT in which the construction algorithm that sends (parsed) sentences to DRS's 
consists of a Montague style compositional translation of trees into the lambda-DRS language. 
Partiality can be incorporated easily by exchanging the inhabitants of domain t, the true and the 
fa/se for the truth combinations true and nol fa/se,false and nol true and neither true nor fa/se. 
Events are dealt with through adding an extra domain. A more difficult task is the interplay 
between partiality and events. We will impose a Link-style structure on the domain for this 
purpose. To test the resulting unification we will examine its performance on the logic of 
perceptual reports. The partial approach to semantics advocated by Barwise and Perry was 
inspired by the probiernatie nature of the semantics of these reports. Later on [Higginbotham 
1983] pointed out that partiality may not be needed to accountforthese phenomena. He showed 
that quantification over events cao do the job as well. We will try to show that in fact a 
combination ofthe two is required fora proper treatment ofperceptual reports. 

Finally, we want to stress that partiality seems to be a natura) ingredient ofany theory of 
natura) language semantics anyway. It has for example been very useful in the semantics of 
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propositional attitudes. This is not the place to give a detailed argument for this claim but see 
[Thijsse 1992], [Krahrner 1993] and [Jaspars 1994]. 

1. Discourse Representation Theory 

We assume that the reader is already familiar with ORT. In this section we will introduce 
our specific formulation of (a slightly extended) ORT, which is based on work by 
[Groenendijk/Stok.hof 1991]. Though Kamp's ORT is sametimes praised for its transparant 
representation of formulae through the use of boxes, we will use a linear notation, in order to 
save space. So insteadof (2) (which is a DRS for text (1)), we will write (3): 

(1) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it. 

(2) 

x y 

farmer( x) 

donkey(y) 

own(x,y) 

=> beat(x,y) 

(3) [I [x y I farmer(x), donkey(y), own(x,y)] :=> [ I beat(x,y)]] 

The set of expressions betonging to this linearized DRS-Ianguage IS the smallest set of 
expressions for which i, ii, iii and iv hold: 

definition 1 (ORT SYNTAX) 

if R is an n-ary relation constant and u 1, ... ,un are discourse referents, then R(u 1 .•. un) is a 
condition. 

u if tent' are terms, then t is t' is a condition. 
111 if t1J and Pare DRS's, then nott!J, (tiJ or P) and (tiJ=> P) are conditions. 
IV if qJ1, ... , (/Jm are conditions (m 2:: 0) en u 1, ... ,un are discourse referents (n 2:: 0), then [u 1 ..• un I qJ 

1, ... , ({Jm] is a DRS. 

The expressions generated by definition 1 are interpreted on standard first-order models. A model 
Mis a pair (0, I) where Dis the non-empty domain and I is the interpretation function such that 
l(c) E D for individual constants c and I(Rn) ç; on for relation constants Rn. 

The value of a term t in a model M under a total assignment a (i.e. 11 t IIM a> is 
defined as follows: 11 t IIM a= l(t) if t is a constant and 11 t IIM a= a(t) if t is a discourse refèrent. 
lf a and a' are assignments, then a[u1, ... ,un]a' means that a 'and a' differ at most in value they 
assign to the discourse referents UJ, ... ,un (so ifn = 0 then a= a'). The function IIIIM applied toa 
condition or DRS's returns its extension in the model M. For a condition IIIIM yields a set of 
assignments, while the extension of a DRS is a set of ordered pairs of assigrunents. 

definition 2 (ORT SEMANTICS) 

1 IIR(u1 ... un)11 
11 11 t = f 11 

111 a. 11 nottiJ 11 

= { a I (11 u 1 lla, ... ,ll un lla> e l(R) } 
= { a 111 t lla = 11 t' lla } 
= { a I -,3a' (a,a') e 11 t1J 11 } 
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b. 11 ([J or 'P 11 = { a 13a' ((a,a') e 11 tllll v (a,a') e 11 'P 11) } 
c. 11 ([J.::::) 'P 11 = { a I 'Va' ((a,a') e 11 t1J 11-+ 3a" (a',a") e 11 'P 11) } 

IV 11 [u1 ... un I lfJJ, ... ,qJm] 11 = { (a,a') I a[u1, ... ,un]a' & a' e 11 qJ1 11 n ... n 11 lfJm 11} 

A DRS t1J in a model M under an assignment a is said to be true (i.e. 1=M t1J [a]) iff3a' (a,a') e 11 

([J IIM· 
Up to this point we have described standard ORT, but for our purposes we need to 

extend the standard DRT-language with an additional connective: the sequencing operator. 
Consider the following text: 

(4) (a) A man adores a woman. (b) She abhors him. 

If we build a DRS corresponding to this text -assuming that the text is processed from left to 

right- then after processing the first sentence we have: 

(4' a) [x y I man(x), adores(x,y), woman(y)] 

Translating the ne:\1 sentence yields: 

(4' b) [I abhors(y,x)] 

Buthere we have a problem. How can we combine the two ORS's (4' a) and (4' b) in such a way 
that we obtain a translation ofthe entire text (4)? In standard ORT this problem is solved through 
the use of a construction algorithm that does oot create a separate DRS for the translation of (4 
b): it sirnply inserts the new conditions from (4 b) into the already existing DRS, resulting in: 

(4") [x y I man(x), adores(x,y), woman(y), abhors(y,x)] 

This approach has one disadvantage: we lose compositionality. Fortunately there is a different 
salution which does preserve compositionality. Let us fora moment reflect on the extension of a 
DRS (see definition 2). It is a set of ordered pairs of assignments. So for some input assigrunents, 
a DRS returns an output assigrunent (the first and the second item of an ordered pair). Here 
emerges a striking similarity with computer programs, whose functioning can also be described in 
terms of their input/output pairs 1. In irnperative programming languages it is possible to run one 
program after another. This is called sequencing, usually written as '( t1l ; 'P)'. If we could make 
use ofsequencing in our DRT-Ianguage we could sirnply translate (4) into 

(4"') [x y I man(x), adores(x,y), woman(y)] ; [I abhors(y,x)] 

So let us add v to definition 1 : 

v If t1J and 'Pare DRS's, then (tll; 'P) is a DRS. 

and also extend definition 2: 

V lltP;'PII = { (a,a') 13a" (<a,a"> e 11 tllll & <a",a'> e 11 'P 11) } 

A program t1J ; 'P can bring the machine from an input state a to an output state a' ifJ t1J 

1 Note that there is also a difference. Computer programs are deterministic: given a particular input only one output 
is possible. DRS's however are non-deterministic: For one input assignrnent several output assignrnents may be 
possible. A sentence like "a man walks" will have more than one possible output assignrnent if there is more than 
one man walking (in our model). 
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can bring it tosome intennediary state a" and 'P can take it from a" toa'. lt can easily be verified 
that (4"') is equivalent to (4") 2. So in the end both approaches yield the same result, but only one 
manages to adhere to the principle of compositionality. Although we have secured 
compositionality on the suprasentential level, the main problem still has to be tackled: 
compositionality on the subsentential level. Before we address this task, we first give a brief 
description of a partial ORT (PORT). 

2. Partial DRT 

The notion of partia/ity is defined most rigorously in rnathematics were a partial function 
is a function that doesnotreturn a value for every entity in its domain, soit "works" only for part 
ofthe domain: 

t1 totfll function t1 ptu1itll function 

Inherent to partial functions, like g, is that they can be extended to one or more total functions 
(Supposefand g share the samerange and domain, thenfis an extension of g). 

The models we use contain besides a domaio 0 an interpretation function I, which 
can be split up into two parts: IREL and liNo· liNo sends individual constants to elements of the 
domain. IREL is a function from n-ary relation constants to n-tuples ofmembers from 0. We will 
partialize the latter function. It is a function which, given a n-ary relation constant Rn, returns a 
subset of on, i.e. those tuples that stand in the relation Rn. So, for all Rn there exists some 
corresponding characteristic function h: on H {0, 1} such that (d1, ... ,~) e IREL(Rn) iff h((d1, ... 

,~)) = 1. Note that we do nothave to stipulate when h((d1, ••• ,~)) = 0, for h is total and therefore 
autornatically takes the remaining elements of on to 0. This means that each h splits its domaio 
up into two sets: those tuples that are mapped onto 1 and the remaining tuples (which are rnapped 
onto 0). Now suppose that all these h were partial instead of total functions (cf. g in the tigure 
above). This would mean that the domaio of each h is split up into three parts: those tuples that 
are mapped onto the 1, those mapped onto 0, and those which are not mapped onto anything at 
all. In that case we could nottranslate all these functions h back into a function IREL• because 
IREL divides the domaio only into two sets for each Rn: those tuples that stand in the relation Rn 
and those that do not. But there is a simple solution to the problem: simply use two functions 

I~EL and IR_a, which give us (for each Rn) two subsets of on and a set of tuples belonging to 
neither of these subsets. In other words, on is divided into three sets. So, for all Rn there exists 
some corresponding partial characteristic function h : on H {0,1} such that ((d1, ••• ,~) e 

I~ (Rn) iff h((d1, ••• ,~)) = 1) and ((d1, ••• ,~) e IRm_ (Rn) iff h((d1, ••• ,~)) = 0). The result of all 

this is aso-called partial model M = (0, 1~, IRm_, liNo> were IiEL(Rn) is the denotation of Rn: 

those tuples for which it is true tbat they stand in the relation, and I iEL (Rn), the antidenotation, 
consists of the tuples for which it is fa/se. The value of a tenn t is defined as usual: 11 t IIM a = 
Im0 (t) ift is a constant and 11 t IIM a= a(t) ift is a discourse referent. Finally we can dèfine 
the extensions of ORS's and conditions (based on the strong Kieene truth tables), which are now 
split up into a positive and a negative part: 

2 More in general we have the following lemma: 
MERGING LEMMA: If u'J·····u'k do not occur in any ofq>J.····IPm then 11 [u ]"··unI cpJ .... ,cpml; {u'J···u'k I'I'J····· 'l'ql 
11 = 11 [u )···"11 u'r··u'k I cp J·····cpm 'I')····· 'l'qlll 
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definition 3 (PARTIAL DRT SEMANTICS) 3 

11 R11 ... 1n 11+ = {a I <11 11 lla·····ll In lla> e l~dR)} 

Rl1 ... tn u- = { a I <11 t1 lla·····ll tn lla> e IREdRJ } 
i i t = t' 11+ = {alllllla=llt'llal 

t=t'll- = {alllllla*llt'llal 
üi a. not([J 11+ = { a I 'v'a' <a,a'> e 11 t1J 11 } 

not([J 11 = { a I 3a' <a,a'> e 11 t1J 11+ } 
b. ([J or 'P 11+ = { a I 3a' <a,a'> e (11 t1J 11+ u 11 'P 11+) } 

([J or 'P 11 = { a I 'v'a' <a,a'> e (11 t1J 11 n 11 'P 11) } 
c. ([J ==> 'P 11+ = 

{ a I 'v'a' (<a,a'> ~ 11 tiJ 11 ~ 3a" <a',a"> e 11 'P 11+) } 
114J=>'PII = 

{a l3a' (<a,a'> e 11 ~ 11+" 'v'a" <a',a"> e 11 'P 11-">} 
IV 11 [uJ···unUIPJ•···· IPml 11+ 

= { <a,a'> I a[u1, ... ,un]a' & a' e IIIPJII+ fî ... fî IIIPm 11+} 
11 [uJ···un][f'I'J····•IPml 11 

= { <a,a'> I (-,a[u1, ... ,un]a') v 

a[ u J·····un]a' & a' E IIIPJII- u ... u IIIPm 117 } 

V.. 11 4J ; 'P 11+ = 
lltP;'PII-= 

{ <a,a'> 13a" <a,a"> e 11 tiJ 11+" <a",a'> e 11 'P 11+} 
{ <a,a'> I "I/a" <a,a"> e 11 tiJ 11 v <a",a'> e 11 'PIn 

The definition oftruth for DRS's now has to be accompanied by a definition offalsity, since the 
absence oftruth does not imply falsity anymore: 

I=M tP [a] 
~ M tP [a] 

ifJ 
ifJ 

3a' <a,a'> e 11 tiJ II+M 
'v' a' <a, a'> E 11 tiJ 11-M. 

3. Partial DRT in Type Logic 

If we want to build up meanings compositionally from the lexica! level to the level of 
texts we must provide for representations of such meanings. We will adopt Montague's strategy 
to introduce lambda-abstraction and application into the logical language. For this purpose we 
will use a functional type logic with six types of primitive objects: 

Sort of entities Type Inhabitants 
individuals e 
events E 

periods of time t 

truth combinations t {T,F N} 
pigeon holes 7t 

states s 

The partiality of our models is obtained by exchanging the familiar inhabitants of type t, the true 
and the false, for the truth-combinations: true and not false (T}, false and not true (F) and neither 

3 from [Piwek 1993a] 
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true nor false (N). To evaluate terms of the logic on such moelels we use a Tarski type truth 
definition from [Muskens 1989], which is especially tailored for partial moelels (see the appendix 
A). Periods oftime and events will be discussed in the next section. For now we will concentrate 
on the simulation ofDRT in type logic. For that purpose weneed the types 1t (pigeon-holes) and 
s (states). The analogy between computer programs and chunks oftext that we coined insection 
1 can be applied here again. A computer program takes input states to output states. lt performs 
certain operations on the input state: these operations transform it into an output state. If we 
compare texts with programs, then the question is on what do aforementioned operations work in 
this case? We already gave the answer when discussing DRT: they change the values of 
discourse referents. So in this context a state is associated with a (partial) assignment of values to 
the discourse referents. Discourse referents are defined to be constantsof type 1t. Each discourse 
referent corresponds to a pigeon-hole which in some states has an occupant (it does not 
necessarily have an occupant in every state, since states correspond toparttal assignment). We 
shall let V be some fixed non-logical constant of type 1t(s(et)) such that V(u)(i)(x) means: the 
value of discourse referent u in state i is x. 

We need some axioms to make sure that states really behave like partial assignments. 
Firstly wedemand that whenever a discourse referent has some value insome state, this value is 
uruque: 

AX 1 'v'i 'v'v 'v'xy ((V(v)(i)(x) 1\ V(v)(i)(y)) ~x= y) 

Working in a partial logic forces us to take the following precaution. There exist only states such 
that each discourse referent either has a particular vaJue in it or has no vaJue at all wrt. this state. 
It is never left undefined, and therefore V shouJd be a totaJ reJation: 

AX 2 'v'i 'v'v 'v'x (V(v)(i)(x) = Tv V(v)(i)(x) = J_) 
We stipuJate that i[u1 ... unli is short for 'v'v ((ui;t:v /\. .. /\ un:;t:v) ~ 'v'x(V(v)(i)(x) ~ V(v)(j)(x))). 
The following axiom guarantees that we have enough states: 

AX 3 'v'i 'v'v 'v'x 3j (i[vli 1\ V(v)(j)(x)) 

This axioms tells us that for each state i, discourse referent v and object x there is at least one 
other state j such that j differs from i onJy in assigning x to v. We assume that two states are 
identicaJ ifthey assign the sarne vaJues to the sarne discourse referents: 

AX 4 'v'i 'v'j (i[ li ~ i = j) 

The Jast axiom is of a more practical nature. lt prevents two syntactically different discourse 
referents from referring to the sarne pigeon-hoJe: 

AX 5 u:;t:u' 

We do notwant an update on one discourse referent to result in a changeinsome other discourse 
referent's vaJue. 

Type logic enriched with these five first-order non-logicaJ axioms has the very usefuJ 
property that it allows us to have a forrn of "unseJective binding". The idea is that since states 
correspond to lists of items, quantifying over states corresponds to quantifying over the items of 
such lists: 

UNSELECTIVE BINDING LEMMA. Let be u1, ... ,un constants of type 1t, Jet y1, ... ,yn, x1, ... ,xn be 
distinct variables of type e, & and/or t, let <p be a forrnuJa that does not contain j and write [y1/x1 
, ... , yjxn]<p for the simuJtaneous substitution ofy1 for x1 and ... andyn for xn in <p, then: 
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~AX V'i( 3j(i[u1, ... ,unli 1\ V(u1)(j)(y1) 1\ ... 1\ V(un)(j)(yn) 1\ [y/x1 , ... ,yjxn]<p) 

~ 3xl ... 3xn<p), and 
~AX V'i( V'j(i[u1, ... ,unli--+ (V(u1)(j)(y1) 1\ ... I\ V(un)(j)(yn) 1\ [y/x1 , ... ,yjxn]<p)) 

~ V'xl ... V'xn<p) 

After this preliminary work we will now explain how the DRS-language can he viewed as a part 
of our logical language. Notice that all concepts that were needed to give a partial semantics for 
DRT in the clauses i-v of definition 3 are now present in our type logic. So we can use the 
expressions of the DRS-language as abbreviations of eertaio expressions in our type logic. Let 
us fix some type s variabie i and define V'u V'x ((u)t = x ~ V(u)(i)(x)) and (t)t = t for each type 
e, t> ort term t. Now write 

definition 4 (ABBREVIA TIONS) 

(A i) R(u1 ... un) for )J R(u 1)t ... (un)t; 
(A ü) t is t' for ).j (tl)t = (t)t; 
(A üi) notC!J for ).j -,3jt1J(i)lj); 

(C!J or 'P) for N 3jt1J(i)lj) V 'P(i)lj); 
(C!J ~ 'P) for ).j 'Vj(t1J(i)û) -7 3k 'Pû)(k)); 

(A iv) [u1 ... un I fi'J, ... ,fl'm] for ÀiÀj(i[u1 ... unJJ /\ fi'JÛ) A .. /\ fl'mÛ)); 
(A v) ( t1J; 'P) for ÀiÀj3k (t1J(i)(k) /\ 'P(k)0)). 
(Avi) ?rC!J for ÀiÀJ (C!J(i)û) = T); 

In appendix (B) we show that the type logica! formulae in definition 4 really specify the same 
truth-conditions as the clauses in the metalanguage of definition 3. Finally we specify the notion 
of logica! consequence between DRS's in our type logic by means ofthe following abbreviation: 

(LC) ( cp ~ 'P) for ).j 'ttj (t1J(i)O) J; 'P (i)û)) 

See appendix (A) for details on the connective "ç;". This connective shares with "=" the property 
that whatever truth-combinations the formulae A, B denote, the complex formulae A s; B and A = 

B wiJl always denote either T or F (and never N). So, either B is a logica! consequence of/ is 
equal to A or it is not. 

4. Events and Periods of Time 

4.1. Primitive and Composite Events 

We are going to distinguish between two kinds of predication. Firstly, there are 
predications which when applied to one or more objects yield sentences that involve change in 
some of the objects, or yield sentences whose truth-value is not very persistent through time. 
Take for example the predicates build and be drunk. The first involves a change in one of the 
objects it is applied to, and the second one will normally not hold all of time for an individual. 
Secondly, there exist predications of a relatively stabie and enduring nature, like in John is tal/ 
and Fido is a dog. We wiJl treat the former type of predicates as referring to events, whereas the 
latter are treated as standard first order predicates. 

The realm of events is divided into primitive and composite events. Events of both sorts 
are treated as individuals. We will first have a look at the so-called primitive events. These are 
subject to classification by first order predicates like walk, talk, love, etc. Take for example some 
primitive event that classifies as a talking. We call it a primitive event because it cannot at the 
sametime he classified as (let's say) a running. An event that falls under both descriptions would 
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not be prirnitive, for one coutd argue that it is composed oftwo events: a talking and a running. 
Notice that our talking-event can be ctassified as a speaking-event 4, since bere we may be 
dealing with two descriptions of one and the same event s. One may object that the events we call 
prirnitive are not really prirnitive because a house building-event may encompass a brick wal/ 
building-event Though the observation is correct, it does notprove that our notion of prirnitive 
events is flawed. The point is that in this exampte the brick wal/ building-event is a constitutive 
part of the house building-event In our format treatment of events we will leave this particutar 
part-of notion out of consideration. We want to focus on another mark of events: their 
informational partiality. Before we go into this, some more remarks on prirnitive and 
subsequentty composite events. Each primitive event is associated with exactly one period of time 
at which it is said to hotd. The fact that events are individuals means that there may be different 
events of mary walking each occupying a (different) period of time. 

Let us now consider composite events. Summing two or more events (it does not matter 
whether they are composite or prirnitive) yietds a composite event Later on we will see that for 
any composite event there exists a unique decomposition into primitive events. Take for example 
three primitive events e, e' and e" such that e is an event of Mary walking, e' an event of John 
talking and e" an event of John walking. 

fig. 1 fig. 2 

Figure 1 shows all possible ways of summing these events and thereby obtaining composite 
events (e.g. e+e' and e+e'+e"). In the format system we will introduce in a moment it is possibte to 
sum any two events (atso events that are oot temporally adjacent). As we atready pointed out 
eartier on, we do oot consider relations that may hold amongst the prirnitive events. Reeall the 
house building-eventl brick wal/ building-event example. lt seems that sumrning the events 
featuring in this example, simply yields the house-building-event (which a primitive event). 

Structures like the one depicted in figure 1 are dealt with in a branch of modem algebra 
known as Lattice Theory. We will use the machinery from this region of matbematics to devise a 
format theory about events. The approach is inspired by [Bach 1986], who points out that it was 
Godehard Link in [Link 1983], who made most semanticist familiar with these techniques by 
applying them in an account of the semantics of plurals and mass terms. An event structure will 
from now on be a tuple (E, ~). where E is the set of all events and ~ is a two-place relation on the 
events in E. ~ bas a number ofproperties which we will now list. First of all~ is a partiat order, 
in other words: (a) ~ is reflexive, transitive and anti symmetrie. Before we describe the other 
properties of~ we have to introduce so terminology. Suppose that X ç;;;; E, then e is an upper 
bound for X if "Ve' e X : e' ~ e. The set of all upper bounds of X is usually denoted by UB(X). e 

4 There is of course a slight difference in meaning. The verb talk suggests that a conversatien is going on. The verb 
speak seems to be more appropriate for situations in which a single person is making statements. Generally 
speaking we may say that a talking-event is usually also a speaking-event, whereas the reverse does not always 
hold. 
5 Here we will not examine under what conditions two events are identical. Fora (causal) analysis of event identity 
see for example (Davidson 1980a]. 
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is the supremum of X ifJ e e UB(X) and alle' e UB(X) are such that e::; e'. We write uX for 
the supremum of X 6. Here comes the next property of::; : (b) every two element subset of E bas 
a supremum. a u bis short for u{a,b} and pronounced as the join of a and b. Structures having 
the properties (a) and (b) are called upper semilathees 1. An upper semilattice is complete if (c) 
V'E' s; E : uE' e E. Such a lattice always bas a largest element called the 1. If there is a smallest 
element, it is named the 0. An atom is any event in E such that only the zero is smaller. A lattice 
is atomie if (d) V'e e' e E (-,(e'::; e) --+ 3e" (atom(e") & e"::; e & -,(e" ::; e'))). One can prove that 
in a complete atomie upper semilattice eaeh non-zero element is the supremum of some subset of 
the set of atoms in E 8. Lattices with this property are called atomistie. Finally we want our 
lattice to be free: (e) V'e e E V'E' s; E ({atom(e) & e s uE') --+ 3e' e E e S e'). Sometimes it is 
useful to stipulate that the lattice bas a zero: (f) 3e e E: e = 0. Structures having the properties 
(aHf) are isomorphie to the strueture (POW(A), ::;), where A is the set atoms in of (E, ::;) 9. 

The same structure without a zero is isomorphic to (POW(A), ::;) minus the empty set: compare 
the figures 1. and 2. Event structures will be complete atomie free upper semilattices with no zero 
(i.e. S bas the properties (aHe)). The role ofprimitive events is played by the atoms in E. 

Weneed one more notion from universal algebra that we will putto use later on: that of a 
generated lattiee. Take a set ofso-called generators X and for example the operation u. Then the 
upper semilattice (E, ::;) is said to be generated by X under u if!X s; E and the intersectien of all 
sub upper semilattices of (E, ::;) which include X, equals (E, S) 10, written as [X] = (E, S). A set 
of generators X is called independent or minimal ifJ no element b of X can be generated from X -
{b}. Now let (E, ::;) be a complete, free upper semilattice with no zero, and X and unordered set 
of generators for (E, ~). In that case (E, ::;) is atomistic and X is the set of atoms of E 11 . 

Furthermore there exists a unique (up to isomorphism) free complete atomie upper semilattiee 
with no zero for every set of n generators 12. 

4.2. Partia/ity and Events 

In some sense an event semantic (ES) treatment of predication13 already incorporates 
some kind of partiality when compared to the treatment of predication in standard first order 
predicate logic (PL). Take sentence (1): 

(1) Mary doesn't walk. 

This sentence translates into the following PL formula: 

(2) --, WALK(m) 

To find out its truth value we have to verify whether in our model the fact W ALK(m) holds. In 
some sense one can say that the formula is evaluated with respect to one single entity: the model. 
After all, it is the model that determines the truth-value of each atomie PL formula. Now 
compare this to the treatment of ( 1) in ES: 

6 The cmmterpart of the supremum is called the infnnum, which can be defmed in terms of the notion of a lower 
bound. 
7 Lattices are those partial orders that both have a supremum and an infnnum for every two element subset. 
8 see [Kamp!Reyle 1993] p. 403 for a proof of this theorem. 
9 see [Kamp/Reyle 1993] p. 404 for a proof. 
10 Take the two upper semilattices: d = (A, ~ and ~ = (B, ~~). dis a sub upper semilattice of~ ijJ (I) A ~ B 
and (2) u 11 =u~ t d where u~ t d= {«a,a'>,b> I a a' e A & <<a,a'>,b> e u~} 
IJ see [Landman 1991] p. 255 for a proof (Landman uses a sligthly different nota ti on). 
12 see [Landman 1991] p. 260 fora sketch ofthe proof. Actually the theorem in [Landman 1992] is much more 
~eneral then the one we presented bere. 

3 cf. [Higginbotham 1983]. 
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(3) --. 3e WALK(m,e) 

Notice that in (3) we attribute an irnplicit quantification over events to sentence (1). The truth
value of (3) depends on a whole set of entities: thesetof events. We have to check that there is no 
event at which Mary walks before we can dub ( 1) true. In other words every single events 
provides only a part ofthe solution when we compute the truth value of (3). Note that translating 
( 1) into ( 4) gives us the wrong semantics. 

(4) 3e--. WALK(m,e) 

Forrnula (4) says that there is an event which does oot classify as a walicing by mary-event. This 
would automatically be true ifthere exists a primitive event ofjohn ta/Icing. The existence ofthe 
latter however does oot preetude the existence of a mary walkin g-event. 

We have seen that ES is partial in some sense. There is however a different notion of 
partiality (we already touched upon in section 2) which standard ES cannot cope with. ES is 
forrnulated in a total logic (two sorted first order PL), which rneans that our classifications of 
events are total too. From a hurnan perspective this is seems rather unrealistic. The lirnited 
perceptual and cognitive resources available to .hurnan beings do not allow thern to classify 
reality (e.g. events) ex.haustively. Sometirnes it is sirnply irnpossible to classify an event with the 
information at hand. To capture this kind of partiality we need to make our rnodels partial in the 
sense described in section 2, which allows us to treat events as partial objects. Wedohowever 
still presuppose that reality as such is total. Let us illustrate this kind of (what we will call) 
informational partiality (i-partiality) with an example. Suppose we have only two predicates with 
which we can classify events: Pand 0. Now take an event e such that O(e) and oot P(e). In that 
casetheevents e', e" and e'" in fig. 1 are all informationally part of e. We assurne however that all 
these events, though informationally different, are ontologically one and the sarne individual. 

P(e) = T & 

Q(e) = N 

fig. 3 

P(e) = T & Q(e) = F 

P(e) = N & Q(e) = N 

P(e) = N & 

Q(e) = F 

The structure in fig. 3 is a free complete atomie upper semi1attice with zero. All informational 
orderingsof events will be ofthis type. 

lf we want to use both the notions of primitive/composite events and that of 
informational partiality in our sernantics we will have to find a way to combine the structures that 
correspond tothese notions. After we have given the format details of such a cornbination, we 
will subject it to an informal discussion. 

Combining informational partiality and event composition: 

1. A collection ofn complete, atomie, free upper semilattices with zero: (A1, S:i(JJ), .•• ,(~, S:;rn) 
such that IAtl = ... = 1~1; 14 

2. the structure (P, 5:;) where 

14 lAl denotes the cardinality of A 
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P= Un A.and 
i=J I 

'Va b e P: a~; b i.ffa ~i(l) b or ... or a ~i(n) b; 
3. The sets in { {a1, .... ~} I a1 e A1, ... , ~ e ~} will be used as unordered sets of generators 

resulting in the following collection of complete, atomie, free upper semilattices with no zero: 

(El, ~c(J)), ... ,(Em, ~c(m)); 
4. The structure (E, ~c> where 

E=Um E and 
i=J I 

'Va b e E: a ~c b i.ffa ~c(l) b or ... or a ~c(m) b~ 
5. The structure (E, ~e> such that 

'Va b e P : a ~eb ifJ 
'Ve (( e e P & e ~ca)~ 3e' (e' e P & e~;e' & e' ~eb)) 

We have described how to construct a domain of events with an ordering based on both 
informational partiality and the primitivelcomposite distinction. We used a set of primitive events 
P with a relation ~; such that a ~i b just in case a is informationally part of b. This structure of 
primitive events was constructed from a set of free complete atomie upper semilattices with zero 
(all having cardinality n). We can reeoostroet these lattices from the structure of primitive events 
(P, ~i) by defining the following equivalence relation on P: a::=: b i.ff3c (a ~i c & b ~i c). Each 
lattice (~ ~i(x) will now correspond toa structure ([a] .. , ~it[a].), where a e P. 

Composite events can be obtained by summing primitive events from different 
equivalence classes (summing events from one and the same equivalence class yields an 
informationally larger event, but no composite event). In 3. we have pointed out how to generate 
a whole class oflattices basedon this principle. The combination ~e ofthe informational ordering 
on primitive events and the ordering of composite events can be found in 5. It says that one event 
is part of another one, a ~eb, ifJ all atoms which are part of a are informationally part of some 
atom in b. The result of all this is an event structure: ~ = (E, P, ~i' ~c• ~e>· The type logic we 
work with is extended with a ground type of events &. We have illustrated the whole construction 
procedure with a concrete example in tigure 4. 

ad. I 

+ 

P~tP). 

notP 

~~~ 
(P,#) # 

Ä 
~ 
# notP 

fig. 4 

4.3. Axiomsfor events 

/ (P,notP) 

(P ,#) / (#,not P) 

P•/ not P 

ad.S 

ad.3 
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In 4.2. we gave an ordering on the domain of events. This ordering has to be related to 
the way events are classified in our models. In other words, given the structured domain of 
events weneed some axioms to narrow down the logica! space of event classifications. For this 
purpose we introduce into our object language the connective !;;A- The formula <p !;;A 'I', which is 
never undefined, should be readas <p approximates 'I'· We use the following truth-table for the 
connective !;;A: 

c:;A T F N 

T T F F 
F T T F 
N T T T 

The formula V'x1 ... "n (cx1 ... "ne !;;A cx1 ... "ne' ) now expresses that the classification of event e 
by constant c approximates the classification of event e' by constant c. Now define 'I' as the 
conjunction of all formulae of this form, where c is an element of the finite set of constants (i.e. 
our language) L : L := {walk, beat, with, be drunk, ... } . So 'I' expresses that the classification of 
e approximates that of e', which means that e is less defined than e'. We can link the 
informational ordering :Si to this notion of approximation by the following axiom: 

AX 6 V'e e' (e :Si e'-+ 'I') 

Here ~ is our object language equivalent of :Si. Notice that in the metalanguage the subscripts are 
. . . 1· S h < < < b I tb b. 1 < < < wntten m 1ta I CS. o w ereas -i• -c• -c• . . . e ong to e o ~eet anguage, -i• -e• -c• ... are 

constants ofthe meta language. All our axioms are formulae ofthe object language 15. 
Note that the implication in the axiom is not bi-directional, because some event e may 

approximate another event e' although the events are ontologically not identical and therefore 
bear no informational part of relation to each other (Think of two events of Mary walking, one 
occurring today and the other yesterday). We do not consider the relation :Se because our 
constants in L are so-called individual level constants: they do not apply to composite entities. 
There is however a conneetion since e :Si e' -+ e :Se e'. We need two more axioms to ensure 
that the maximal and the minimal :Si elements are respectively fully defined/ completely 
undefined: 

Let n be the conjunction of all formulae ofthe form V'xl···"n (cxl···"ne = T V cxl···"ne = l.) 
and A be the conjunction of all formulae ofthe form V'x1 ... "n (cx1 ... "ne = #) 16 where c e L. 

AX 7 V'e (-,3e' (e <ie')~ 0) 17 

AX 8 V'e (-,3e' (e' <ie)~ A) 

We consider the domain of events DE to be a set of possible events. Only some of them 

are realised in the actual world. The actual world itself can be regarcled as an element of DE 18: it 
is some very large composite event. In our object language we will put aside a special discourse 
referent s to refer to the world. Of course not any arbitrary event can be assigned to s; we will 
use an axiom to restriet the possible values of s. The underlying intuition that motivates the 
axiom is that the world is a total object: it does not leave any facts undecided. So the world 
should be decomposable into a set ofprimitive events, all ofwhich are informationally total: 

15 cf. ( Zimmermann 1993) 
16 # denotes N. 
17 e <j e' ifJ e ~i e' & e *i e' 
18 Modulo those relatively stabie states of affairs Which can be described with plain frrst order predicates. So 
samebody is tal/ will be translated into [x I TALL(xj), where no reference toevents is involved. 
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AX 9 'Ve (e ~ s ~ 0) 

where e ~ s abbreviates e e P & e ~c s. 

4.4. Periods ofTime 

lt is characteristic of events that they consume time. To represent this relation between 
events and time we need a structure of periods of time. This enables us to fonnulate relations 
between entities of the time structure and the event structure, in particular a partial relation which 
associates a period of time with each primitive event. The relation is partial because composite 
events cannot always be mapped to exactly one period of time, because they may be composed of 
events which are nottemporally adjacent. We will return to this relation later on, for now we will 
examine the domain which is inhabited by periods of time. For our type logic this means that we 
need yet another ground type t for periods of time, and accordingly the basic domain Dt will be a 

set of periods of time. We need some axioms to govem the behaviour of this domain. The 
following abbreviations facilitate the fonnulation ofthe axioms: 

t 1 ~ ~ abbreviates 
t 1 0 ~ abbreviates 
t1 ~ ~ abbreviates 

'v't(~ < t ~ tl < t) 1\ 'v't(t < ~ ~ t < tl); 
3t(t ç; tl 1\ t ç; ~); 
tl < ~ 1\ -,3t3 tl < ~ < ~-

AX 10 
AX.ll 

'v't -,t < t 

'Vtl ~ tJ((tl < ~ 1\ ~ < t3) ~ tl < t3) 

These two axioms ensure that temporal preeedenee is a strict partial order. 

AX 12 

This third axiom states that any two periods of time are comparable. The next axiom tells us that 
temporal ioclusion is anti symmetrie: 

AX13 

Finally we make sure that any period of time bas an immediate predecessor and an immediate 
successor: 

AX 14 

The intuition bebind these axioms is that we view periods of time as segments of a straight 
Euclidean line. We interpret <as 'lying completely to the left of, ç; is the ioclusion of segments, 
0 is having a segment in common and t 1 ~ ~ means that segment~ begins where t 1 ends. The 
axioms are not a complete characterisation of straight Euclidean lines, but we welcome any 
additional axioms which fit into the geometrical interpretation. 

The next question is how to tie our event and time structure together. We will use a 
relation OCC (short for occurs at) between events and period time of type E(tt) which obeys the 
following axiom: 

AX 15 'Vet ((OCC(e,t) =Tv OCC(e,t) = .l) ~ P(e)) 

Where P(e) means that e is a primitive event. Furthermore we will make use of the following 
abbreviations: 
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e < e' abbreviates 
e ç; e' abbreviates 
e ~ e' abbreviates 

3t t' (OCC(e,t) " OCC(e',t') "t < t') 
3t t' (OCC(e,t) " OCC(e',t') "t ç; t') 
3t t' (OCC(e,t) " OCC(e',t') "t ~ t') 

In our object language all these temporal relations will receive a subscript t, so e < e' will be e <. 
e'. 

5. A small fragment of English 

5.1. Syntax 

In order to demonstrate that our semantics is genuinely compositional we need a syntax. 
This syntax provides the constituents to which the semantic component bas to assign independent 
meanings. We will make use ofthe syntax described in [Muskens 1993], which we extend with 
rules for tense and embedded naked infinitive clauses. An example of the latter type of 
constructions is Mary saw John beat a donkey. Here we have an embedded clause which Jacks 
verbal inflection. The problems surrounding thesemantics ofthis kind of clauses (where the main 
verb is a verb of perception), bas over the past fifteen years sparked some interesting 
developments in the theory of forma! semantics. We will go into some ofthe details insection 6. 

To deal with anaphoric relations in our semantics we need a syntax that can coindex 
antecedents and expressions which bear an anaphoric relation to them. We shall follow the 
convention in [Barwise 1987] and index each antecedent with a superposed numeral and its 
dependent elements with the same numeral in subscript. 

We will work within a transformational setting, distinguishing three components in our 
grammar: Deep Structure (DS), Surface Structure (SS) and Logica! Form (LF). The phrase 
structure rul es (ps 1) - (ps 20) and the lexical insertion rul es (li 1) - (li 13) of the DS component 
generate labelled bracketings: 

(ps 1) T ~ TS 
(ps 2) T ~ s 
(ps 3) s ~ S'S 
(ps 4) S' ~ IMP S 
(ps 5) s ~ NPVP 
(ps 6) VP ~ NEGV3 
(ps 7) VP ~ y3 

(ps 8) y3 ~ TENSEVl 
(ps 9) V2 ~ AUXV1 

(ps 10) V2 ~ V' 
(ps 11) V' ~ V rNTRNs { (PP)} 
(ps 12) V' ~ V TRNS NP { (PP)} 
(ps 13) V' ~ V TRNS SNI { (PP)} 
(ps 14) NP ~ DETN' 
(ps 15) N' ~ N 
(ps 16) N' ~ NS 
(ps 17) SNJ ~ NPV1 

(ps 18) x ~ X+CONJX 
(ps 19) pp ~ P' 
(ps 20) P' ~ PNP 

In (ps 18) X may be unified with any category and x+ stands for strings of Xs of any 
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positive length. 

(1i 1) DET ~ a", every", no't, some", the: 

(li 2) NP ~ he", she", it" 
(li 3) NP ~ Mary", ... 
(li 4) NP ~ who, whom, which 
(li 5) N ~ dog, farmer, ... 
(1i 6) AUX ~ do, did 
(li 7) VTRNS ~ beat, see, ... 
(li 8) VINTRNS ~ be dronk, walk, ... 
(li 9) TEN SE ~ PAST, PRES, FUT 
(1i 10) NEG ~ not 
(1i 11) IMP ~ if, when, after, before 
(li 12) CONJ ~ and, or 
(li 13) p ~ with, on, ... 

Note that standard negation is not allowed within a naked infinitive clause (SN1). The type of 
negation we encounter in such clauses is basically a lexica) function which returns the antonym 
of a verb (see also section 6). So not walk becomes refrain from wa/Icing. Here are some 
examples of labelled bracketing (represented by trees) that are elements ofDS: 
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fig. 4 

T 
I 
s 

/\ 
NP VP 

I"-.. 
NEG V3 

TE~~ V2 

'' AUX V1 

'"" 
John not PAST do 

VTRANS ~ 

beat 

DET N' 
I 

N 

1 
an donkey 

(John didn't beat a donkey) 

T 

I 
s ,, 

NP VP 

Î' 
NEG V 3 

"' TENSE V2 

' 

John PRES 

yl 

~ 
VTRANS SNI 

~ 
NP V1 

I I 
VINTRANS 

I 
see Mary walk 

(John sees Mary walk) 

Not all labelled bracketings generated by the DS rules are grarnmatical. We could try to rule 
them out on the level of syntax, but we choose to account for their ungrammaticality by oot 
assigning them any meaning. 

The following scheme tells us that we cao move any relative pronoun from the position 
were it was generated and adjoin it to some S node higher up in the tree, whilst it leave a trace 
with which it becomes coindexed: 

Relativization [s X [NP wh] Y] :::::> [s [NP wh]" [s X en Y]] 

The formal definition of S-structure is that it is the smallest set of trees that includes D
structure and is closedunder relativization. 

The final component of the syntax (LF) makes sure that all possible scope ambiguities 
are represented by different trees. We use the so-called scheme of Quantifier Raising: 
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Quantifier Raising 

Now we can define LF to be the smallest set of trees that contains SS and is closed under 
Quantifier Raising. 

5.2. Semantics 

In our semantics every single lexical element gets a meaning formulated in type Iogic. MO 
consist of the translations from lexica! items into type logic. The rules M 1 to M6 allow us to 
compute the meaning of complex expressions from their parts. Let us first take a look at MO: 

(MO) B a s i c T r a n s I a t i o n s 

an ·T ÄP' ÄP ([unI 1 ; P'(un) ; P(un)) 
everyn ·T ÄP' ÄP [I ([unI 1 ; P'(un)) => P(un)] 

the~ ·T ÄP' ÄP ([urn I un is urn 1 ; P'(un); P(un)) 
Maryn ·T ÄP ([un I un is mary1 ; P(un)) 
non ·T ÄP' ÄP [ 1-.([un I] ; P'(un); P(un))] 
hen ·T ÄP (P(un)) 
en ·T ÄP (P(un)) 
who ·T ÄP' ÄP Äv (P'(v) ; P(v)) 
dog ·T Äv [ I dog(v)] 
walkn Äv ([en 1 en: walk(v), e ~en, en~ s1 ; [e 1 en is e]) 19 

·T 
be drunkD ·T Äv [en 1 en: walk(v), e ~en, en~ s] 
beatn ·T ÄQ ÀV (Q (Äv' [en I en: beat(v,v'), e ~en, en ~c s])) 
seen ·T Àp Äv ([sn I sn is s] ; 

[sen 1 en: see(v,s), e ~en, s ::;e sn, en~ snJ; 
?rP ; [sIs is snJ ; [e 1 en is e]) 

if ·T Äpq [I P => q] 
when ·T Äpq ([e* Ie <1 e*] ; [eI eis e*1 ; p ; q) 
after ·T Äpq ([e* Ie <1 e*] ; [eI eis e*] ; p ; [e** Ie~ e** ] ; 

[eI eis e**] ; q) 
before ·T Äpq ([e* Ie is e*] ; [eI e* <1 e] ; p ; [e** Ie* ~ e** ~ e] ; 

[eI eis e**] ; q) 
with ·T Ä.Q ÄP Äv.Q (Äv'. P(v); with(v',e)) 

PAST ·T ÄP Äv (P(v) ; [ I e ~ now]) 
PRES ·T ÄP Äv (P(v) ; [ I OCC(e, now)]) 
FUT ·T ÄP Äv (P(v) ; [ I now ~ e]) 

oot ·T ÄP ÄQ Ä.T [ 1-. T(Q(P))] 
ANT ·T ÄP Ä.Q [antonym-Q(P)] 

These translations yield a compositional version of DRT mainly because we can now 
make use of so-called dynamic predicates (variable P). Pis of type 1t(s(st)), i.e. a function from 
discourse referents to DRS's. The table below gives information about the types of the other 
expressions used in MO. 

19 From now on we will \\Tite e: walk(v) instead ofwalk(v,e). 
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type name of objects name of variables constanis 
expres si on 

s states - i,j, k, h 

e en ti ties - x, y, z mary, ... 

E events - e', e", e"' 

t per. of times - t', t", t"' 

1t pigeon holes discourse V un, e't, s, e, 
referents now, e*, e** 

et static one-place - - dog, ... 
~edicates 

e(st) static two-place - - walk, ... 
relations 

s(st) dynamic DRS's p,q -
propositions 

n(s(st)) dynamic one-
place predicates 

- p -

( n(s(st)))(s(st)) dynamic one-
placequantü5ers - Q -

The fact that this is an event semantic approach is reflected in the translations of verbs: 
each verb introduces an event reference marker en. Furthermore we have reserved a reference 
marker e, to refer to the so-called reference time, cf. [Hinrichs 1986], [Partee 1984). Verbs like 
"walk" move the reference time forward. See MO for walk: the reference time is said to be 
immediately preceding the current (walking) event: e ~en and next the current event is made the 
new reference time: [ e I en is e]. State-descrihing verbs like be drunk, do not change the reference 
time. Here the reference time is said to be temporally included in the current event: e ~en. Note 
that if we take a simp Ie sentence like Mary walked, in the first sub DRS of its translation [u 1 e1 1 

u 1 is mary, e1: walk u1, e ~ e1, e1 ~es]; [eI e1 is e]; [Ie~ now] the reference time e will not 
get bound, and neither will the discourse referents s and now. We think that this causes no 
problems. The binding discourse referents for reference time, the world and the current time 
should be provided by the extra linguistic context. This means that if we start a discourse we 
already have as a conte>..1: [se I ... ]. Instead ofthe dots there will be conditions ons and e coming 
from the previous experiences of the interpreter and her or bis world knowledge 20 . The referent 
"now" cannot be treated this way: it is continually updated 21. Of course the reference time can 
also be introduced linguistically by ( deictic) expressions like "yesterday". 

We will now specify how the translation of an expression depends on the translations of 
its constituents. We wil! present six rules for this purpose. 

(MI) Copying 

Ij A :T a and A is the only daughter of B, then B :T a. 

(M2) A p p I i c a t i o n 
Ij A :Ta, B :T P and A, B are the only daughters of C, then C :T a(p), provided that this is a 
well-formed term. 

(M3) S e q u e n c i n g 
lfT :T t, S :T cr and Tand S are daughters ofT', then T' :T (t ~ cr), provided that this is a well
formed term. 

(M4) Quantifying-in 

20 This a!so Jeaves open the possibility that the context has fixed an s for a world that is not the actual world. 
There are for instanee fairy-tale-tel!ing contexts in which an imaginary world is described. 
21 During the discourse there can a!so be put more crinditions on s through non Jinguistic inforrnation, like visual 
perception. · 
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.lfNP" :T ", S :Ta and NP" and S are daughters of S', then S' :T 11(Àv0a), provided that this is a 
well-formed term. 

(M5) E q u i v a I e n c e 
lf A :Ta and ~AX a= p, then A :T p. 

(M6) G e n e r a I i s e d C o - o r d i n a t i o n 

lf A1 :T a 1, ... , ~+l :T an+l• CONJ :T p, and A1, ... , ~. CONJ and ~+l are daughters of A (in 
that order), then A :T p(a1) ... (~+1), provided that p(a1) ... (an+l) is well-formed and all ofthe ai 
are of the same type. 

Below in figure 5 we have demonstrated the application of the quantifying-in rule to obtain a 
wide scope reading of a donkey in Every farmer beats a donkey (We haveleftout event reference 
in order to demonstrate the bare essentials of (M 4): 

s 
[uzldonkey(uzl [u1 1farmer(u1 JJ=>[Ibeats(u1 ,u2 )J] 

NP s 

DET N' 

I 
I 

N 

I 
a 2 donkey every farmer 

fig. 5 

6. The Logic of Perceptual Reports 

Finally the time bas come to put our theory of events and partiality to the test. We will 
examine its performance on the semantics of neutral perceptual reports, like 

( 1) John se es Mary walk. 

In reports of this type 22 the embedded clause bas a particular syntactic form, called the naked
infinitive (NI), which we described briefly in section 5 .1. These reports are called neutra!, 
because they do not entail any statements concerning the propositional content of the perceiver's 
epistemic state. Take for example: 

(2) John sees his brother enter the room. 

From (2) it does oot follow that: 

(3) John knows that his brother enters the room. 

22 We are using examples from visual perception, asswning that in principle our fmdings should also fit the other 
kinds of perception. 
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For all we know John may never have been told that he bas a brother. In that case it is quite 
unlikely that he even suspects the person who enters the room to be bis brother 23 . 

Neutral perceptual reports attracted the attention of the semanticists, in particular 
[Barwise 1981], [Barwise/Perry 1983] (from now on referred to as B&P), because they seem to 
denote a direct relation between individuals and (parts of) the world. Studying their semantics 
promised to provide new information on how to model the world. And indeed it tumed out that 
some old assumptions baked into standard model theoretic semantics needed to be reconsidered. 
B&P centered their research of perceptual reports around the inference pattems that these reports 
are thought to support. These pattems reflect the truth-conditions ofthe reports. Truth-conditions 
are given in terms of the relation between expressions (from our language) and the world. The 
main lesson B&P drew from their investigation into the inference pattems was that we need 
partial models, instead of the standard total models (as used in for example possible world 
semantics). This urged B&P to devise a new kind of semantics called Situation Semantics. B&P 
stressed the importance ofusing partial functions (cf. section 2 ofthis paper), by referring to the 
failure of the principle of the excluded middle in perceptual contexts: John sees Mary walk does 
oot entail that John sees Mary walk and talk or nol talk. B&P's position did not remain 
unchallenged for long. [Higginbotham 1983] pointed out that the problems of perceptual reports 
can also be accounted for fairly well by recourse'to quantification over events. In this section we 
will show that a combination ofthe two approaches (as set out in sections 4 and 5) is required for 
an exhaustive treatment of all the phenomena brought to light by B&P. These phenomena are laid 
down in a number of principles, which describe the various inference pattems licensed by 
perceptual reports. After we have glanced at the translation of the lexical item see into our type 
logic, we will present these principles one by one, and see how our theory fares on them by 
comparison with B&P's and Higginbotham's accounts. 

Let us first repeat our translation of see into type logic: 

seen ·T A.p A.v ([s" Is" is s] ; 
[se" Ie": see(v,s), e ~ e", s Se s", e" ~ s"] ; 
?rP ; [s Is is s"] ; [eI e" is e]) 

We will describe the translation of seen stepwise, working from left to right (note that this is also 
the order in which, reviving the computer program analogy, the DRS's are run. First the value of 
s is "recorded" by s"; we will need it later on. Next s gets reassigned as the event which is seen 
and a new event e" denoting the seeing-event is introduced. The seeing-event is said to temporally 
immediately succeed the reference time e: e ~ e". The condition s Sc s" ensures that the event 
which is seen (from now on we will call it the scene), is part of the world (note that usually s 
denotes the world, but for time being it is s" which does this job). We also want the seeing-event 
to be part of the world: en ~ s. Now we have arrived at the DRS ?rp, which includes the 
translation of the embedded naked-infinitive clause. The discourse referents e and s are nicely 
picked up in ?rP· Suppose for example that the embedded clauseis Mary walks. In that case we 
will end up with ?r([u5 e

6 I u5 is mary, e6: walk(u5), e ~ e6, e6 ~ s] ; [e Ie is e6]) which can be 
described as a test on the values of e and s: the reference time e bas to be immediately succeeded 
by the walking event e6 and the condition e6 ~ s tells us that the event of mary wa/Icing is part of 
the scene (s) (These tWo conditions guarantee that the scene and the seeing-event temporally 
overlap). Furthermore, the truth conditions ofthe DRS ?rp prevent it from ever being neither true 
nor false, also when the DRS p is neither true nor false (cf. de:finition 4 (A vi)). This bas the 
desired consequence that if someone, say John, sees a scene such that in this scene Mary walles is 
neither true nor false, then the DRS for "John sees Mary walk" will simply befa/se and nol true 
(i.e., F), instead ofneither true nor false. Let us return tothelast part of ( Á ): [sIs is s"] ; [e 1 e" 

23 Perceptual reports like (2) do have epistemic cowtterparts. In this case the epistemic perceptual report is: John 
sees that his brolher enters the room. 
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is e]. The value of sn (the world) which was recorded at the very start by sn is now reassigned to 
s. The reference timeeis set toen, which stands for the seeing-event. 

The Principlesof Neutral Perceptual Reports 

The principles we will discuss are drawn from [Barwise 1981]. They delirnit the class of 
entailments any semantics of neutral perceptual reports should predict. These principles actually 
prescribe what results are to emerge from the interaction between (A) our translations of lexical 
items and complex expression into type logic, (B) our axioms, which eenstrain the range of 
models we use and (C) our definition of logical consequence. Remember that logical consequence 
is defined. within type logic, fora subset of all type logical expressions (i.e. the DRS's): 

(LC) (tiJ ~ '1') for )J 'Vj (tZJ(i)(j) ~ lp (i)(j)) 

In the subsequent discussion we will make use ofthe fact that (given MO-M6 and our axiorns) tiJ 
and 'P are never neither true nor false. Remember that we have stipulated that s, the world, is a 
total object and even perceptual reports which dÇ> refer to partial objects are never neither true 
nor false (see our discussion of ( J.. )). The carefut reader may notice that we have skipped 
something. We did oot yet take care of static predicates, like "farmer" and "tall". These are 
treated as plain first-order predicates applying to individuals. Nothing prevents these from being 
neither true nor false. This calls foranother axiom. Let:=: be the conjunction of all formulae 'v'x1 

. ··"n (cx1 ... "n = T v cx1 •• ·"n = J.), where c e PRED~TAT and x1 •• ·"n range over the individuals 
of De. 

AX 16 --
This axiom tagether other axioms and MO-M6 ensures that for every state a, I«<J ~ 'Pj(a) = 1. UTI 
tZJj(a) is Tand I IJ1(a) = 1., and otherwise I «<J ~ 'Pj(a) = T. 

(P I) V e r i d i c a 1 i t y 
lf a sees q;, then q;. This first principle seems to confront us immediately with the lirnited 

scope of these principles. Sametimes people are said to see things that are not really there, like 
the drunk who is said to see pink rats. We will return to this complication in a moment. First let 
us explain how our semantics copes with (P 1). In our analysis the antecedent of (P I) tells us 
(roughly speaking) that q> is verified by one or more events which are part of the scene. But ( J..) 

also tells us that these events are part of the world. And therefore seeing such a scene means that 
the verifying events arealso part ofthe world (which is referred to by the discourse referent s). lf 
we consider a report of some drunk's perceptions we may notice that in fact the partly 
hallucinatory world (which the drunk is "living in") is described by the embedded Nl-clause. We 
think the hearer/ reader somehow infers this from the context. In our formalism this would meao 
that s bas to be assigned some possible world, which probably overlaps the real worlds to some 
extent, and in which the embedded NI-clause is true. So at least in some sense (P I) is also 
applicable tothese somewhat exceptional perceptual reports: we only have to keep in mind that 
the consequent q>, is now descrihing the partly hallucinatory world. 

There is however a more serious difficulty: (PI) does oot hold unconditionally. Take for 
instanee (4), which does not entail (5): 

(4) John sees no man walk. 

(5) No man walks. 
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[Higginbotham 1983] noticed that in such instances, the embedded Nl-clause contains a 
quantifier 24 which is not monotone increasing (e.g. no). Monotone increasing quantifiers are 
those quantifiers Q for which it holds that lf QA are B and all B are C then QA are C. In our 
semantics (PI) is blocked quite naturally in such cases. Sentence (4) translates into: 

(6) [s3 I s3 is s] ; 
[u5 s el I u5 isjohn, el: see(u5,s), e ~el, s ~es3 , el ~s3]; 
?r[ I -,([u6 ell man(u6), el: walk(u6), e ~el, el ~s]; [eI el is e])]; 
[s I s is s3] ; 

[e I el is e]; 
[ I OCC(e, now)] 

We cannot infer from (6) that there is no event (in the world) of a man walking. Note that in (6) 
the negation is restricted to those events which are part ofthe scene (el~ s). Remember that in 
this context s stands for a scene instead of the world. The scene does not have to embrace all 
events that are part ofthe world. In the translation of(5) however, the negation is restricted to the 
entire world (s): 

(7) [ 1...,([~ e81 man(u9), e8: walk(~). e ~ e8., e8 ~s]; 
[eI e8 is e] ; 
[ I OCC(e, now)])] 

Note that the device which enables this simple account of (P I) is the use of composite events for 
the value of s. Let us try to link this treatment with the fact that (PI) holds only ifthe quantifiers 
in the embedded clause are monotone increasing. The distinguishing mark of monotone increasing 
quantifiers is that if the domaio over which they range is extended with new individuals (e.g. 
when extra events are summed to the scene), the sentence in which they occur maintains its truth 
value. In our semantics the role of the domaio is played by both the scene and the world. The 
world is the result of adding a lot of events to the scene. Since we restriet our quantifiers 
explicitly to either of these domains, the effects of switching from one domaio to the other, are an 
explicit part ofthe system. 

There is a related issue concerning the interpretation of the universal quantifier (cf. 
[Kamp 1983], [Asher/ Bonevac 1985alb]). If John sees every man talk, this does not always 
have to imply that every man ta/Jes. The sentence may have been uttered in a room, and therefore 
every man may only apply to the men in this room. Again we have a case where we need some 
restrietion on the individuals we quantify over. This restrietion (e.g. [[x I man(x), in(x,y), 
room().')] ~ ... ]) has to be provided by the linguistic or extra-linguistic context. This problem is 
however of no special significanee for the semantics perceptual reports. lt always plays a role 
when we interpret a (universal) quantifier: if somebody says Every man walks, she will usually 
not be talking about all men that populate the world, but only a contextually determined subset of 
them. 

(Pil) The Principle of Substitution 
Expressions occurring in the embedded Nl-clause of a perceptual report can be 

exchanged for each other, whilst the truth-value ofthe report remains the same, provided that the 
expressions have the sarne reference: lf a se es rp(t 1) & t 1 is t 2 then a se es rp(t i. [ Asher/ Bonevac 
1985b] point out that this principle fails with respect to verb phrases. They suggest the following 
counterexarnple of (P 11): imagine that aeroplanes stall just in case they shudder, then it should 
still remain possible that somebody sees an aeroplane stall without seeing it shudder. In our 
theory this fact is provided for. Suppose that thesetof events that classify as a shuddering-event 

24 We will continue to talk about quantifiers although one should keep in mind that treatrnent of quantification in 
DRT is different from that in PL. 
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of aeroplanes is equal to the set of events that classify as stalling-events of aeroplanes. Now 
suppose John sees a scene (s) which includes an eventof an aeroplane shuddering (eS). Then in 
our translation we will find the condition: es~ s, which is short for e e P & e Sc s. Pis the set 
of primitive events wbich are infonnationally ordered. Now it is very well possible that the event 
eS which John sees is classified neither positively nor negatively as a stalling of an aeroplane
event. So this makes the consequent of (P 11) simply false. Note however that since all 
shuddering-events are stalling-events, es is (infonnationally) part of an (ontologically identical) 
event which classifies as a stalling. 

(PID) Exportation of Existential Quantifiers 
IJ a sees some x such thal qJ(x) then there is an x such that a sees qJ(x). 

lt is oot hard to see why our semantics validates this principle. Ifa discourse referent ofthe DRS 
?rP cao piek up a referent, then there is an entity in the model which fulfils the conditions that are 
part of ?rP. This entity could very well have been picked up earlier on as the value of a discourse 
referent, which because of the dynamics of DRT bas wide scope to the right. So this discourse 
referent cao bind the appropriate variabie in the translation of a subsequent perceptual report. 

(PIV) Negation 
IJ a sees nol cp, then nol (a sees qJ). We will present two attempts to account for this 

principle. The first one works with the assumption that nol, when occurring in embedded NI
clauses, denotes the aforementioned antonym function. In that caseweneed a meaning postulate 
which ensures that if there is (for example) a refrain from walking-event by Mary, then there 
exists no event of Mary wa/Icing. So if John sees such a refraining event, this entails that he cao 
oot possibly see a walkingevent of Mary, because the meaning postulate stipulates that it does 
oot exist. 

The alternative is to stick to the standard interpretation of negation. We will show that 
this approach leads to serious problems. We will assume that if someone sees a scene, he or she 
also sees all events which are part of this scene (This claim will be justified when we discuss 
principle (P V)). These events cao therefore also be called scenes. Now suppose that John sees a 
scene including an event which classifies as a walicing by Mary. Our semantics will therefore 
predict that John sees Mary walk is true. It is possible that there are other events which are part 
of this scene. These classify as oot being walkings by Mary. Since John cao see each of these 
events, we have to predict that John sees Mary not walk is true. These facts tagether with an 
application of contraposition on (P IV) show that (P IV) is falsified by our theory! The way out 
may be to accept some pragmatic principle which tells us oot to provide such non-monotonic 
infonnation. But there is a related problem which seems much more serious. This account makes 
the wrong predictions when measured by the principle of veridicality. From John sees Mary not 
walkit should follow thatMary doesn't walk. But according to this account the antecedent sirnply 
means that John sees a scene which includes only events which are classified as oot being 
walicings by Mary. This however does oot prevent the existence of a walicing by Mary-event 
which is part ofthe world, though oot ofthe scene. Suppose that such an eventindeed exists, then 
the consequent of (P I) is false, whilst its antecedent is true. From this we leam that the 
traditional treatment of negation could only work in perceptual contexts if people cao see the 
entire world, forthen they could check that no event classifies as, let's say, an X-ing. In reality 
however people only see some ofthe events that are going on in the world. From these events they 
will have to extract infonnation. Here we see that classifying sarnething as being oot an X, 
cannot lead to any claims about the existence of X's, whereas positive classifications do. This is 
due to the fact that negated sentences do oot stand to negative classification of an object as non
negated sentences stand to positive classification of an object. lf John says not qJ, he does oot 
meao to say that there is some object which classifies as being oot a <p. What he wants to teil us 
is that there is no such object at all. Were he however to assert that <p, then he would want to 

confer that there is an object (e.g. event) which classifies as a <p. In event semantics this is nicely 
reflected in the difference between 3e <pand -.3e <p (= T;/x -.<p). 
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We already mentioned the fact that B&P introduced (informational) partiality in order to 
account for the failure ofthe principle ofthe excluded middle in neutral perceptual reports. This 
account did however presuppose that in embedded NI-clauses not is treated as standard negation. 
In our semantics we treated nor in NI-clauses as an antonym-function. The excluded middle then 
fails for different reasons. Consider for example John sees a man walk or not walk, which is 
supposed to stand for John sees a man walk or refrain from wa/Icing. Only the former sentence 
bas roughly speaking the structure: John sees <p" ('I' or -,'1'), where ('I' or -,'1') is a tautology (in 
a total logic). 

We now want to present a related problem which can not be solved in bare ES. Suppose 
that (a) John sees Mary walk and (b) Mary walles with a dog. In standard ES (a) and (b) entail 
(c) John sees Mary walk with a dog. But (c) should not follow from (a) and (b), beca.use John 
may not he able to see the dog from where he is standing. Furthermore we have that (a) entails 
(d) John sees Mary walk with a dog or withno dog. The use total modelsin ES enforces that 
every event is either with a dog or with no dog: 'Ve 'Vx : (with(e,x) " dog(x)) v ..., (with(e,x) 1\ 

dog(x)). In our analysis John sees Mary walk may he true because John sees an informationally 
partial event (e.g. e) which verifies Mary walk and neither falsifies nor verifies with a dog. Let us 
consider what happens when (b) is true as well. In that casethereis a "total" event e' such that e 
and e' are "ontologically identical" 25 e ~i e' and e' < s' (s' stands for "the actual world"). e' 
verifies Mary walles with a dog. The fact that e' irnot seen by John, is expressed in our 
interpretation by the fact that e' is nota part of the scene which John sees (i.e. s). On the other 
hand, the informationally partial event eis a part of s. 

What does it really mean when we say that someone sees an informationally partial 
event? We interpret it as follows. lf two people see an event they will always look at the event 
from different angles, distances etc. So on the one hand they see the same object and on the other 
what they see may differ more or lessin some respects. Sometimes the ditierences are irrelevant, 
and we can say that these people see exactly the same. But in other circumstances natural 
language allows us to speak as ifthese two people see two things that are (at least insome sense) 
not identical. In our semantics we have tried to capture these two perspectives by using the 
notions of ontological identity and informational identity: two people may look at one and the 
same object, ontologically speaking, and yet what they see may, from the informational 
perspective, be not the same thing. 

(PV) Conjunction and Disjunction Distribution 
(a) IJ a se es cp v '1/1. then a sees cp or a sees 'I'· (b) 1f a sees cp 1\ '1/1. then a sees cp and a 

sees 'I'· These principles require an axiom to the effect that if someone sees a scene, then she can 
also see all the event which are a ~c -part of this scene: 

AX 17 'Vu s e e' ((e: see (u,s) = T " e' ~c s) ~ e: see(u,e')) 

In this context it is interesting to consider some comments by [Asher/ Bonevac 1985a] on the 
following pair: 

(8) David sees not every frog jump. 
(9) David does not see every frog jump. 

[Asher/ Bonevac 1985a] claim that ES can only account for the entailment of (9) by (8) if it is 
assumed that a perceiver can at most see one scene at a time. But then they point out that "this 
conflicts, however, with a mereological view of events, which Higginbotham explicitly adopts 
(p.113)" (p. 63). They oversee the approach we just described, and which does agree with a 
mereological view of events. 

Finally we want to make a brief remark on thesemantics of iterated perceptual reports 
like: 

25 (e].., = (e1.., 
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(10) John sees Mary see John see Peter walk. 

This one is particularly tricky because bere John sees bimself see something. For a situation 
semantics which builels on standard set theory this causes problems, as [Kamp 1983) points out 
(p. 21). (10) doeshowever notpose any difficulties for our analysis of perceptual reports. Our 
theory allows a seeing-event to be a ~-part of the scene, which it is a seeing of. Therefore we 
can very well have a situation were someone sees bimself see something. 

7. Condusions 

Wetried to construct a theory which combines DRT, ES, SS and MG, and bas exactly 
those properties which each of thesetheoriesis praised for. Maybe we have even coltVineed some 
readers that the combined theory bas a surplus value when it comes to the treatment of neutral 
perceptual reports, because it makes available interesting interactions between the mechanisms of 
DRT, ES, SS and MG. 

*** 
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8. Appendix 

A. TARSKI TRUTH DEFINrnON for TY~, where the superscript means that type t has three 
inhabitants and the subscript tells us that there are 5 types apart from type t. The value I A IM,a of 

a term A on an TY ~ standard model M = ( {Dal a ,I) under an assignment a is defined in the 
following way: 

i. I c I = l(c) if c is a constant; 
lxl = a( x) if x is s variable; 

ü. 1-,cpl = -1 cp I; 
lep""'' = I cp I n I '1'1; 
I# I = N 
I Tl = T 
Ij_ I = F 

lll. I 'tlxa cp IM,a = rteDG 1 cp IM,a [d/x) ; 

IV. I A<a~J> BI = I A I <I BI); 
V. I ÀXa Af3 IM.a = the F e D<al3> such that for all d e Dp : 

F(d) = I A IM,a (d/x) ; 

vi. IA=BI = T ifiAI=IBI 
F ifl A I* I B 1. 

vii IAs;;;;B I = T ifl A I ç; I BI 
F otherwise 

The operations -, n and n are operations ofthe logical algebra LK3. We write X ç; Y if!X u 

Y equals Y. LK3 = ({T, F, N}, n, u,-, T, F) which satisfies the following list ofaxiorns: 

I. The axiorns for distributive lattices 
ii. O+a=a, 1 ·a= a; 
lll. a"=a; 
IV. (a · b )' = a' + b' 
V. 0' = 1, .1' = 0. 

and corresponds to the lattice L3: 

• 

B. A total functionffrom thesetof states 0 5 to 0 1 = {T, l_, #} can be completely specified by 
giving the memhers ofthe following two sets: T = {aeD5 IJ(a) = T} and F = {ae0

5 
lf(a) = j_ 

}. Sincefis total N = 0 5 - (TuF)= {aeA lf(a) = #}. From now on we will write UJU+ forT 
and U f u- for F. Similarly we deal we functions of type s(st). In that case we use sets of 
ordered pairs of assignments, see iv below. 

I. U R(u 1 ... un) U+ = {a I Ài R(u 1}t ... (un)t(a) = T} 

U R(u1 ... un) u- = {a I Ài R(u1}t ... (un)t(a) = j_} 
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11. 

111. 

11 t is t' 11+ 

11 list' 11 

11 nottiJ 11+ 

11 nottiJ 11 

11 (tiJ or lJI) u· 

= 
= 
= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

{a I (Ài (t1)t = (t)t(a)) = T} 
{a I (Ài (t1)t= (t)t(a)) = 1.} 

{a I )J -.3jt1J(i)(j)(a) = T} = 
{a I 'Vj-.t1J(a)(j) = T} = 
{a I 'Vj(-.tP(a)(j) = T)} = 
{a I 'Vj(t1J(a)(j) = l.)} 
{a I )J -.3jtP(i)(j)(a) = 1.} = 
{a I 'Vj(t1J(a)(j) = T)} 

{a I )J {3jt1J(i)(j) v lJI(i)á))(a) = T} = 
{a I (3jtP(a)(j) v lJI(a)(j)) = T} = 
{a l3jt1J(a)(j) = T v lJI(a)(j) = T} 
{a I )J (3jt1J(i)(j) v lJI(i)á))(a) = 1.} = 
{a I 'Vj(tP(a)(j) v lJI(a)(j)) = 1.} = 
{a I 'Vj(t1J(a)(j) = l. A lJI(a)á) = l.)} 
{a I )J 'Vj(t1J(i)(j) -7 3k lJI(j)(k))(a) = T} = 
{a I 'Vj(tP(a)á) -7 3k lJI(j)(k)) = T} = 
{a I 'Vj((tfJ(a)(j) -7 3k lJI(j)(k)) = T)} = 
{a I 'Vj((tP(a)á) ~ .L -7 3k lJI(j)(k) = T)} 
{a I (Ài 'Vj(t1J(i)(j) -7 3k lJI(j)(k))(a)) = 1.} = 
{a I (':/j(t1J(a)(j) -7 3k lJI(j)(k))) = 1.} = 

{a 13J((t1J(a)(j) -7 3k lJiá)(k)) = 1.)} = 
{a l3j(t1J(a)(j) = T 1\ (3k lJI(j)(k)) = 1.)} = 

{a 13J(C/l(a)á) = T 1\ 'Vk (lJI(j)(k) = 1.))} 

IV. 11 [uJ···un I cpJ····•cpm] 11+ = 
{(a,a') I ÀiÀj(i[u1 ... unJ1 A cp1(j) A .. A cpm(j))(a)(a~ = T} = 
{(a,a') I (a[u 1 ... un]a' A cp/a~ A ... A cpm(a')) = T} = 
{(a,a') I a[u1 ... unJa'= TA cp/a~= T A .. A cpm(a~ = T} 

11 [ul ... un I cpJ····•cpm] 11" = 
{(a,a') I )J}.j(i[u 1 ... unJ1 A cp1(j) A .. A cpm(j))(a)(a') = 1.} = 
{(a,a') I a[u 1 ... un ja'= l. v cp/a')= l. v ... v cpm(a') = 1.} 

V. 11 (tiJ ; lJI) 11+ = 
{(a,a') I ÀiÀj?Jk (t1J(i)(k) A lJI(k)(j))(a)(a~ = T} = 
{ (a,a') I (3k (tP(a)(k) A lJI(k)(a~)) = T} = 
{(a,a') I (3k (tfJ(a)(k) A lJI(k)(a'))) = T} = 

{ (a,a') I 3k (tP(a)(k) = T A lJI(k)(a~ = T) } 
II(C/l;lJI)!I" = 
{(a,a') I (3k (tP(a)(k) A lJI(k)(a~)) = 1.} = 
{(a,a') I 'Vk (tP(a)(k) = l. v lJI(k)(a') = l.)} 

VI 11 ?rt1J 11+ = 
{(a,a') I ()J}.j (tP(i)(j) = T) (a)(a')) = T} = 
{(a,a') I tfJ(a)(a') = T} 

11 ?rtP 11" = 
{(a,a') I (hÀj (tP(i)(j) = T) (a)(a~) = 1.} = 
{(a,a') I tP(a)(a~ ~ T} 

The reader may check that results of rewriting the type logical formulae that represent the truth
conditions of DRS's yields the same truth-conditions (in a slightly different notation) as were 
given in definition 3 (Semantics ofPartial DRT). 

The calculations in i. to v. are mainly basedon the following equivalences: 
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Een beknopte beschrijving van 

DISCOURSE REPRESENTATIE 
THEORIE 

Paul Piwek 



DISCOURSE REPRESENTATIE THEORIE 

In bet begin van de jaren '80 hebben Hans Kamp en Irene Heim, 
onafhankelijk van elkaar, de eerste versies van Discourse Representatie 
Theorie CDRn ontwikkeld1. ORT (we gaan uit van de ORT van Hans 
Kamp) is een theorie voor de semantische interpretatie van natuurlijke taal. 
Voordat DRT op de markt verscheen, waren semantische theorieën vooral 
bedoeld voor de interpretatie van afzonderlijke zinnen. DRT daarentegen, is 
een theorie voor de interpretatie van discourses, d.w.z. coherente 
opeenvolgingen van zinnen (die door één en dezelfde spreker zijn geuit). 
Tegenwoordig zijn de meeste semantici bet er over eens dat ORT op dit 
punt een positieve bijdrage beeft geleverd. 

Een ander kenmerk van ORT is controversiëler. Doorgaans wordt in 
semantische theorieën (waaronder Montague Gramrnatica2) semantische 
interpretatie beschouwd als een directe relatie tussen uitdrukkingen en (een 
model van) de werkelijkheid. In ORT wordt een niveau tussen die twee 
gepostuleerd. Dit niveau representeert de informatie die een taalgebruiker 
opbouwt aan de band van de discourse. Het niveau bestaat uit zogeheten 
Discourse Representatie Structuren (DRS'en3). DRS'en zijn fomlUles van 
een nogal onconventionele logische taal: de DRS-taal. 

De interpretatie van een discourse gebeurt stap voor stap. Allereerst moet de 
discourse worden vertaald naar een Discourse Representatie Structuur. 
Daarvoor is er een zogeheten constructie algoritme. Bij een discourse die 
bestaat uit de zinnen: x(l), x(2), x(3), x(4), .... x(n) werkt dit als volgt: als we 
zijn aangeland bij bijvoorbeeld x(4) is er al een DRS geconstrueerd die de 
informatie weergeeft van de discourse tot dan toe (d.w.z. x(l), x(2), x(3)). 
Het constructie algoritme gebruikt deze DRS en zin x(4) om een nieuwe 
DRS te construeren. De DRS'en worden geïnterpreteerd op een totaal model. 
Daarbij kan een DRS worden beschouwd als een partieel model (dat een 
informatietoestand representeert). Waarheid is nu gedefinieerd in termen 
van de inbeddingscondities van het partiële model in bet totale model: als 
een DRS kan worden ingebed in bet totale model, is bij waar; en daarmee is 
ook de discourse waaruit de DRS is geconstrueerd waar. Hieronder is bet 
een en ander nog eens schematisch weergegeven: 

J(D) 

~ 

• • • • • 
M 0 D E l 

1 De versie van Heim draagt de naam 'File-Card' Semantiek. 
2 Deze in het begin van de jaren 70 ontwikkelde semantische theorie stamt van de Amerikaanse logicus Richard Montague. 
3 Volgens Hans Kamp beschrijven DRS'en cognitieve toestanden van taalgebruikers. Hij is van mening dat een adequate linguïstische 
theorie onhC'ITOepClijk voor de psychologie relevante uitspraken moet doen. 



Het constructie algoritme stelt uit een DRS en een syntactisch 
geanalyseerde zin een nieuwe DRS samen. We zullen dit proces nu nader 
toelichten en bekijken hoe DRS eruit zien. 

Het constructie algoritme werkt op syntactisch geanalyseerde zinnen, zoals 
bijvoorbeeld: 

(1) [[John]NP [[loveshv [[a]0 ET [girllcNlNPhvls 

Hieronder is afgebeeld hoe het constructie algoritme werkt op deze zin: 

DRS 1. 

(1)x (2)y 

(0) [John lovcs a girl] 

(1) John =x 

(1) [x lovcs a girl] 

(2) GIRL(y) 

(3) LOVES(x,y) 

Er wordt met een lege DRS begonnen. Dit betekent dat de discourse nieuw 
is. Vervolgens wordt in de DRS(-box) de zin geplaatst (stap 0), waarna de 
constructie regels er voor zorgen dat zogeheten referentie markeerders 
worden geïntroduceerd. Deze functioneren als een soort kapstok. Er kunnen 
vervolgens eigenschappen aan worden gehangen d.m.v. condities. In stap 2. 
wordt bijvoorbeeld een nieuwe referentie markeerder y aangemaakt n.a.v. 
de indefiniete term 'a girl'. Deze referentie markeerder dient nu als kapstop 
voor het predikaat 'GIR.L'. Hierboven hebben we het constructieproces in de 
DRS gedemonstreerd. Als we de gedeeltes tussen vierkante haakjes 
weglaten krijgen we de uiteindelijke DRS: 

DRS2. 

x y 

John =x 

GIRL(y) 

LOVES(x,y) 

Stel dat de discourse verder gaat met een nieuwe zin, bijvoorbeeld: 

(2) She admires him. 

Nu wordt deze zin toegevoegd aan de (hoofd-)DRS-box, waarna het 
constructie algoritme haar werk doet. In deze zin komen twee anaforische 
elementen voor: 'she' en 'bim'. Aangezien 'sbe' vrouwelijk is, is de enige 
geschikte referentie markeerder y. Bij 'him' kan alleen de referentie 
markeerder x boren. De resulterende DRS ziet er als volgt uit: 



DRS3. 

x y 

John- x 

GIRL(y) 

LOVES(x,y) 

ADMIRE(y,x) 

Zolang we geen zinnen tegenkomen met complexere constructies zoals de 
quantor every of if .. then ... - zinnen is bet maken van nieuwe DRS'en 
eenvoudig: voor elke eigen naam of indefiniete NP introduceren we een 
nieuwe referentie markeerder. Voornaamwoorden worden toegekend aan al 
eerder geïntroduceerde referentie markeerders. 

De discourse die bestaat uit de zinnen (1) en (2) is waar in een modelMals 
de bijbehorende DRS 3. (op temninste één manier") kan worden ingebed in 
M. Dit houdt in dat er een afbeelding van x en y op twee individuen in bet 
model moet zijn, zodat aan alle condities uit DRS 3. wordt voldaan5. 

Laten nu eens kijken naar DRS'en die complexe condities bevatten. De 
condities die we tot nog hebben gezien noemen we eenvoudige condities. 
Een complexe condities wordt oa. geïntroduceerd door zinnen met een 
if .. then ... -constructie, zoals: 

(3) If Pedro owns a donkey, he beats it. 

Hierbij boort de volgende DRS: 

DRS4. 

(2) u 

(0) If Pedro o~Ws a donkey, he beats it 

(2) u= Pedro 

(3) V 

(1) Pedro owns a donkey 

(2) u owns a donkey· 

(3) donkey(v) 

(4) u owns v 

(1) he beats it 

(4) u beats it 

(5) U beats V 

Deze DRS bevat een complexe conditie van de vorm <I> -+'I'. <I> en 'I' zijn 
zelf DRS'en. De consequent-DRS noemen we ondergeschikt aan de 
antecedent-DRS. Beiden zijn ondergeschikt aan de hoofd-DRS. Dit is van 

4 Het kan zo zijn dat meerdere inbeddingen bestaan. (We kuMCil een DRS besc:houwen als een soon computerprogramma dat als het 
succesvol is uitgevoerd, als output een bedeling teruggeeft die aan de referentiemarkeerders individuen uit het domein toekent Omdat 
f meerdere 'vervullende' bedelingen mogelijk kuMen zijn. is een DRS een indetmn.inistisch prograrnma.) 

De waarheidcondities van de DRS komen overeen met de waarheidscondities van de volgende predikaatlogische formule: 
3x 3y (x-john. G!RL(y), LOVE(x.y), ADMIRE(y,x)) 



belang omdat referentie markeerders alleen toegankelijk zijn vanuit de DRS 
waarin ze geïntroduceerd zijn en vanuit daaraan ondergeschikte DRS'en. 

De voorzin van (3) is in de antecedent-DRS gestopt en de nazin in de 
consequent-DRS. Vervolgens werkt bet constructiealgoritme op de 
afzonderlijke DRS'en. Wel is bet zo dat bij eigennamen de referentie 
markeerder en de bijbehorende identiteitsconditie in de hoofd-DRS worden 
gezet. Daardoor is deze referentie markeerder toegankelijk voor later 
geïntroduceerde voomaarnwoorden6. Indefiniete NP's worden in de DRS 
zelf geïntroduceerd. Daardoor kan er later in de discourse niet meer naar 
worden verwezen met een voornaamwoord. 

De inbeddingscondities voor DRS 4. luiden als volgt: DRS 4. is inbedbaar in 
M als er een afbeelding ft is van de referentie markeerder u op een individu 
uit M zodat de condities uit de boofd-DRS waar zijn. We weten al wanneer 
eenvoudige condities waar zijn, we boeven nu dus alleen nog te kijken naar 
de complexe conditie. Deze is waar als bij iedere uitbreiding h van ft die 
anteeendent-ORS waar maakt. een f3 kan worden gevonden die de 
consequent-DRS waar maakt (waarbijf3 een uitbreiding is vanf2). 

Zinnen met de quantor every leiden ook tot een DRS met een complexe 
conditie: 

(4) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it. 

DRSS. 

(0) every fannee who owns a donkey beats it 

(1) X (2) V 

(1) fanner(x) 

( 1) x owns a donkey 

(2) donkey(v) 

(2) x owns v 

(1) xbeatsit 

~ (3) x beats v 

Deze zin beeft een universele term als subject. Dit leidt net als bij de 
if. .. then ... -zin (3) tot een complexe conditie van de vorm <I> -+ 'I'. In stap 
(1) is in de linker box een referentie markeerder x geïntroduceerd. In de 
rechter box (1) zetten we de zin die ontstaat door de universele NP (uit zin 
(4)) te vervangen door de referentie markeerder x. De twee condities in de 
linker-box (1) worden verkregen uit de CN en de relatieve bijzin. 
Vervolgens bewerkt het constructiealgoritme de linker- en rechter box zoals 
in het vorige voorbeeld. Ook de inbeddingscondities zijn vergelijkbaar met 
die van DRS 4: iedere succesvolle inbedding van de linker-DRS moet 

6 Nieuwe zinnen worden immen in de hoofd-DRS geplaatst en daar door het constructiealgoritme omgevonnd tot condities. 
Referentie markeerden uit de hoofd-ORS zijn voor die condities altijd toegankelijk. Zie het stukje over ondergeschiktheid. 



kunnen worden uitgebreid tot een succesvolle inbedding van de rechter
DRS. 

We hebben gezien dat zowel in voorbeeld (1), (2), (3) en (4) 
voornaamwoorden op dezelfde manier worden behandeld. We hebben 
alleen deiktisch gebruik nog niet beschreven. Daarvoor hebben we een 
mechanisme nodig dat entiteiten uit de niet-linguïstische context 
toegankelijk maakt voor pronominale verwijzing. Het effect van dit 
mechanisme moet gelijk zijn aan bet introduceren van een 
corresponderende referentie markeerder voor de entiteit. We zullen dit 
meebanisme verder als gegeven beschouwen. 


